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A study was carried out for two early Paleozoic impact structures 
in Sweden. These two impact structures (Granby and Tvaren) are located in the 
southern part of Sweden. Common features can be identified of these two struc
tures as similar diameter of ca 2 km and a substantial post impact fill with Paleo
zoic sedimentary rocks. The Granby structure represents an almost completely pre
served impact crater within a Paleozoic sedimentary rock sequence — only the up
permost part of the raised crater rim might be eroded and was subsequently cov
ered by Quaternary sediments. The Tvaren structure is eroded below the surround
ing pre-impact Paleozoic cover rocks into the underlying crystalline basement and 
has a Quaternary sediment fill. Gravity measurements were carried out on land 
and sea ice. The inverse gravity modeling shows a gradual change of density and 
the equivalent porosity with radial distance from the explosion center within the 
damage zone around and below simple craters.

Abstract:

remains for geological time. This re- 
mainig porosity reduces the density 
of the target rocks and the damaged 
rock volume can cause a negative 
gravity anomaly. This effect was stu
died for two early Paleozoic simple 
craters, Tvaren and Granby, in south
ern Sweden. The Granby crater is 
totally concealed under Quaternary 
cover while the Tvaren crater is total
ly submersed in a deep bay of the 
Baltic Sea. The Granby structure pro
vides an example of a simple crater 
and is almost completely preserved

Introduction1.
The study of impact structures are 
important in the field of geothermal 
energy as impact structures may 
represent a potential source for geo
thermal energy, provided sufficient 
water flow can be established at 
depth, where temperatures are higher 
(Henkel et al., 2005). The impact in
duced damage zone results from the 

of the shock- and rarefrac-passage
tion waves extending radially out
wards from the explosion centre. In 
an isotropic medium it will form a 

with outward
.3 ;; 11. : n.

half-spherical space 
reduced accumulated strain, as 
in numerical models (Collins et al., 
2004) The damaged rock volume is 
brecciated and the reative displace
ment of clasts leaves the rock with an
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from the national database for sedi
mentary cover rocks.

The gravity anomaly G of a struc
ture depends on the density contrast 
C, a function f(V) of the volume of 
anomalous rock, and the distance d to 
the structure:

G = d'2Cf(V).

The Tvaren structure is significantly 
eroded as the Paleozoic cover rocks 
are completely removed from its 
roundings as evident from the geo
logical map provided by the Geologi
cal Survey of Sweden (Lundstrom, 
1976).

sur-

(1)
In the case of eroded structures, 

the distance to upper surface is 
known. An important constraint is 
the assumption of a hemispherical 
damage zone (the isotropic case), and 
knowledge of the crater shape from 
simple scaling rules for simple craters 
(Melosh, 1989)

Data and constraints
Gravity measurements were made on 
sea ice (Tvaren) and on frozen 
ground (Granby) and displayed a 
negative gravity anomaly of -45 and 
-20 pms'2, respectively. In both struc
tures drill holes were sunk (Wickman 
et al.,1980, Orm5 & Blomqvist 1996) 
and for Tvaren, marine seismic mea
surements and their interpretation 
were available (Floden,1986).
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Figure 2. Gravity anomlay of the 

Tvaren structure. © Geological Sur
vey of Sweden.
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The erosion level for the two

structures is quite different. At Gran
by, almost the entire crater is 
served within Paleozoic cover rocks 
and just the top of the ejecta ring is 
eroded. (Wickman et al., 1989). At 
Ivaren, the erosion level has cut ca 
300 m into the crater and the Paleo
zoic

Figure 1 Gravity anomaly of the 
Granby structure. © Geological Sur
vey of Sweden.

pre-

Density data were estimated for 
crystalline target rocks and extracted

cover sequence is totally eroded.
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(LundstrOm, 1976). The remaining 
unknowns for the subsequent model
ing are thus the radial distances to 
shells representing the damage 
and their, outward decreasing densi-

layer to the side of the impact struc
ture represents the Paleozoic cover 
rocks.
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3. Modeling
The gravity data were extracted 
along a profile SW-NE parallell to the 
regional field (Granby) and perpen
dicular to the trend of geological 
structures (Tvaren). An interactive 
2V2-d modeling sofware was used to 
calculate the gravity effect of the dif
ferent sub-structures. Three shells for 
the sub-crater damage zone were in
cluded with porosities ranging from 
14.5 over 5.5 to 2.5 %. The highest 
values correspond to those reported 
for Siljan (Juhlin,1991) and Puchez 
Katunki (Masaitis, & Pevzner, 1999). 
Outside the damage zone, a normal 
crystalline porosity of 0.5 % was as
sumed. The crater proper with its 
diameter, shape and fill material is 
considered as known and is based on 
the drilling results. The obtained 
models were tested for robustnes by 
changing the shell densities with 10
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Figure 4. Gravity model of the 
Tvaren structure. From Henkel et al., 
(2010). The upper curve represents 
the crater fill.

Out of the gravity models the fol
lowing relation between remaining 
porosity P and the radial distance R, 
normalised with the transient crater 
radius, was derived:

P = 0.05 R '41
(2)

The data for Puchez Katunki fol
low a smilar relation as seen in Fig- 

5. A simple relation beteween 
remaining porosity P and the accu
mulated strain S could aslo be de
rived: S ~ 1.2 102 P2.

ure
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Conclusions
As the model for the radial density - 
porosity structure of the sub-cater 
damage zone was derived from two 
simple impact structures with differ
ent erosion depth and diameter, and 
this relation also fits the density - po
rosity structure of a larger complex 
crater (with compensation for its 
structural uplift), it is considered 
generally applicable. The modeling 
strategy included a separate 
mcnt of the crater proper and its sub-

4.

Figure 3. Gravity model of the 
From Henkel et 

upper
the crater fill* The thin

Granby structure, 
al. (2010). The 
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crater structure which is essential, as 
a single model structure would mix 
up the involved features to some
thing meaningless. It can be noted 
that even after total removal of the 
crater proper by erosion, the sub
crater damage zone would still exist 
and cause recognizable geophysical 
anomalies.
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Figure 5. The relation of porosity 
- radial distrance in the sub-crater 
damage zone. From Henkel et al., 
(2010).

Table 1. Applied densities. Units 
are in Mgnr3
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